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The Raw-To-Processed SINDA (System Improved Numerical Pifferencing Analyzer)
Program, RTOPHS, provides a means of making the temperature prediction data
on binary HSTFLO and HISTRY (referred to later as HISTRY) units generated by
SINDA available to engineers in, an easy to use format. The program accomp-
lishes this by reading the HISTRY unit and, according to user input instruct-
ions, extracting the desired times and temperature prediction data and writing
it to a word addressable drum file.
2. DESCRIPTION
RTOPHS processes a binary "raw" HISTRY unit to its word addressable "processed"
form and returns the input unit number of the new drum file for subsequent use.
The user can process some or all of the times of the raw .file by indicating the
desired start and stop times. The processed file will be in the same time
units as the raw file and the temperature prediction data for all the node
numbers on the input unit will be processed. The forms of processed HSTFLO
and HISTRY units are shown in figures 1 and 2.
3. INPUT
The RTOPHS program requires HISTRY data assigned to a logical unit and the
$CNV'rHS namelist data as input. The namelist data is used to determine the
input HISTRY logical unit, file number, and the time span desired for the
processed file. The variables of $CNVTHS are described in Table I. A HISTRY
unit may contain several files so the user must specify which file he desires
to be processed. One explanation is important to aid in determining the unit
number of the processed file before executing RTOPHS. The program has logical
unit numbers 10 through 28 set aside to be used as the processed file. When
the program attempts to assign the unit number to be used as the final file,
it checks the status of these 19 unit numbers, starting with number 10, and
assigns the first one which is not already assigned in the user's overall run-
stream. However, unit numbers can be assigned by the user in this range, b--t
he should be careful. For example, if units 4 and 7 were assigned to the run,
the program would assign unit 10 for the processed file. However, if units













































































































Figure 2. - Processed HISTRY file format.
TABLE I. - $CNVFHS NAMELIST VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
Variable	 Description	 Default
IN	 Input HISTRY unit number 	 1
	
NFILE	 Number of file on input unit to be processed 	 1
	
NHSAY	 Flag for processing all times (0-no, 1-yes)	 0
	




User start time for processed file
	 0.0
VRUN,R/R 170SDX,E3206,ES3-L7777s3O,500
VASG,T 1., 8c,X12345	 ASSIGN INPUT HISTRY
t
	 MP ES3*SINDA.RTOPH/MAP,ABS 	 MAP FROM ES3*SINDA.
VXQT ABS
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EXRPHS is the main routine. It reads the namelist data, calls RNEWFL to
assign the temporary unit the processed data will be written to, RHSTFN to
obtain the header information from the input HISTRY unit, and RHSTCN to pro-
cess the raw temperature prediction data on the input HISTRY unit.
2. RHSTCN
RHSTCN has the unit number of the raw HISTRY unit, the options for processing
it, and the dictionary of the raw unit as input. It reads the raw unit, ex-
tracts the time and temperature prediction data for the desired time span, and
writes the dictionary and the extracted time and temperature prediction data
to the temporary unit in its processed form.
3. RHSTFN
RHSTFN has the raw unit and file number as input. It positions the raw unit
to the desired file and reads the header and dictionary information for that
file. It returns the header, dictionary, and the length of the dictionary to
EXRPHS.
4. RNEWFL
RNEWFL searches an array of unit numbers, ranging from 10 to 28, to obtain the
first file in the arra y that is not already assigned to the run and assign it
so it can be used for the word-addressable processed file. RNEWFL returns
the unit number of the unit it assigns.
